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Video recording is a fun, and many people do the video recording of as a hobby, and some of them
are doing the same work professionally. If you are one of those people who always love to capture
and like to record the videos of your family events, your trips and birthday celebrations. All the
videos that you capture are in MTS video format that are produce by your high definition
camcorders. If you are working professionally or videos capturing is always a craze for you, you also
contain the high definition video recorders that are commonly known as camcorders. Being a brand
conscious and quality conscious person you always prefer to use the camcorders that are produced
by the Canon, Panasonic and Sony Corporations.

These are the most famous electronics developing firms that have become the symbols of quality.
Canon and Panasonic corporate both to develop the most effective and quality wise best video
compression format that can be used to encode the high definition videos that are captured by the
high resolution cameras. In a result to their joint efforts, they developed a video compression and
container format named AVCHD video format that uses MTS file extension. This format is capable
of encoding high quality videos and audio streams that are the best quality wise, and these can also
be played using most common media player applications like VLC media players on the computer.

Most commonly whenever you record a specific event you always want to play these videos in raw
format. The MTS videos are usually played using the VLC media player on the personal computer
using any of the operating system like Windows and Macintosh OS. Mostly there is always some
problem when you have not installed such media player application on your computer, even if the
VLC media player is installed still you can watch the high definition videos with actual quality.

If you are required to share these videos from your family members and friends, you cannot share
the same MTS file using your hand held devices and using your PC through the internet. There is
always a compatibility issue that needs to be resolved frequently. There is another situation where
the same format is not supported like if you want to play these videos on the portable and hand held
devices.

The videos are required to be converted into a playable and shareable format in all these situations.
A dedicated application installation for playing particular videos is always avoided because it needs
to be installed and exit on the computer forever that may lead to handle an overhead for the
computer system. At the same time, this solution is also very limited, and can be adopted only on
the personal computer, while such media player cannot be installed on low memory, and low
processing speed devices like portable and hand held devices. The solution is to install a MTS to
MOV convertor that should convert all unsupported videos to MOV video format that is inherently
supported by almost all the Mac media player apps. ISKYSOFT MTS to MOV convertor tool is the
best available video convertor application for this purpose.
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Alice wang is a experienced writer in areas of software, such as a mts to mov mac and a convert
mts to mov mac and so on. If you want to know more details about software, please contact with me.
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